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Metropolis simulations of Met-Enkephalin with solvent-accessible area parametrizations
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We investigate the solvent-accessible area method by means of Metropolis simulations of the brain peptide
Met-Enkephalin at 300 K. For the energy function ECEPP/2 nine atomic solvation parameter~ASP! sets are
studied. The simulations are compared with one another, with simulations with a distance dependent electro-
static permittivitye(r ), and with vacuum simulations (e52). Parallel tempering and the biased Metropolis
techniques RM1 are employed and their performance is evaluated. The measured observables include energy
and dihedral probability densities, integrated autocorrelation times, and acceptance rates. Two of the ASP sets
turn out to be unsuitable for these simulations. For all other systems selected configurations are minimized in
the search for global energy minima, which are found for vacuum and thee(r ) system, but for none of the ASP
models. Other observables show a remarkable dependence on the ASPs. In particular, we find three ASP sets
for which the autocorrelations at 300 K are considerably smaller than those for vacuum simulations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In nature biomolecules exist in the environment of s
vents, thus molecule–solvent interactions must be taken
account. It is very CPU time consuming to simulate mod
for which the molecules of the surrounding water are trea
explicitly. Therefore, a number of approximations of solve
effects have been developed. In the solvent-accessible
approach@1–3# it is assumed that protein–solvent interacti
is given by the sum of the surface area of each atomic gr
times the atomic solvation parameter~ASP!. The choice of a
set of ASPs~also called hydrophobicity parameters or simp
hydrophobicities! defines a model of solvation. Howeve
there is no agreement on how to determine the univers
best set of ASPs, or at least the best set for some lim
purpose. For instance, eight sets were reviewed and stu
by Juffer et al. @4# and it was found that they give rathe
distinct contributions to the free energy of protein folding

In this paper we investigate how different ASP se
modify the Metropolis simulations of the small brain pepti
Met-Enkephalin~Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Met! at 300 K. The rea-
son for the choice of Met-Enkephalin is that its vacuu
properties define a reference system for testing nume
methods; see, e.g., Refs.@5–10#. Therefore, Met-Enkephalin
appears to be well suited to set references for the inclusio
solvent effects as well, but we are only aware of few artic
@11–13# which consider modifications due to including a so
vent model. Related to this, the effect of ASP models on
helix-coil transition of polyalanine@14# and on the 36-
residue villin headpiece subdomain HP-36@15# have been
studied recently.

We set our simulation temperature to 300 K, beca
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room temperature is the physical temperature at which b
logical activity takes place. Most of the previous simulatio
of Met-Enkephalin in vacuum were performed at mu
lower temperatures or employed elaborate minimizat
techniques with the aim of determining the global ener
minimum ~GEM!. Using the method in Ref.@10# we access
the GEM by local minimization of properly selected config
rations from an equilibrium time series at 300 K.

For our simulations we use the program package sim
molecular mechanics for proteins~SMMP! @16# together
with parallel tempering~PT! @17–19# and the recently intro-
duced@10# biased Metropolis technique RM1 ~rugged Me-
tropolis, approximation 1!. SMMP implements a number o
all-atom energy functions that describe intramolecular int
actions and nine ASP sets@3,20–26# to model molecule sol-
vent interactions. We use the empirical conformational
ergy program for peptides ECEPP/2@27# energy function
with fully variable v angles and simulate all nine ASP se
For comparison we simulate also Met-Enkephalin in vacu
and with the distance dependent electrostatic permittiv
e(r ) of Ref. @28#.

This paper is organized as follows: The energy functio
and Metropolis methods used are explained in Sec. II. In S
III we present our results from simulations of the brain pe
tide Met-Enkephalin. A summary and conclusions are giv
in Sec. IV.

II. MODELS AND METHODS

A. ASP sets

In all-atom models of biomolecules the total conform
tional energy of the intramolecular interactionsEI is given as
the sum of the electrostatic, the Lennard-Jones~van der
Waals!, the hydrogen bond, and the torsional contribution
©2004 The American Physical Society03-1
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Herer i j is the distance between atomsi and j, qi andqj are
the partial charge on atomsi and j, e is the electric permit-
tivity of the environment,Ai j , Bi j , Ci j andDi j are param-
eters that define the well depth and width for a giv
Lennard-Jones or hydrogen bond interaction, andfk is the
kth torsion angle. The units are as follows: distances ar
Å, charges are in units of the electronic charge and ener
are in kcal/mol.

One of the simplest ways in which to include interactio
with water is to assume a distance dependent electros
permittivity according to the formula@28,29#

e~r !5D2
D22

2
@~sr!212sr12#e2sr. ~2!

Empirical values for parametersD ands are chosen, so tha
for large distances the permittivity takes the value of b
water,e580, and the valuee52 for short distances, i.e., fo
the interior of the molecule. Approximating solvation effec
in this way is implemented as an option in SMMP. It allow
one to include solvation effects without any significant slo
ing down over the vacuum simulation withe52. The ap-
proach is clearly oversimplification, because atoms wh
are close to each other do not necessarily have to be si
taneously in the interior of the molecule. Conversely, t
atoms which are separated by a large distance may still b
the interior of the molecule. More elaborated approaches
needed.

If the molecule–solvent interaction is proportional to t
surface area of the atomic groups, it is given by the sum
contributions of a product of the surface area of each ato
group and the atomic solvation parameter@3#,

Esol5(
i

s iAi . ~3!

Here Esol is the solvation energy and the sum is over
atomic groups.Ai is the solvent-accessible surface area a
s i the atomic solvation parameter of groupi. The choice of a
set of ASPss i defines a model of solvation. There are ni
sets of ASPs in the SMMP package, and we list them
Table I. Columns one and two of Table I give the notatio
used in SMMP to identify the different sets.

Eisenberg and McLachlan@3# were the first to determine
set of ASPs~itysol 54, EM86 in SMMP notation!. For
this, they considered the process of transferring atoms
groups of atoms from the interior of a protein to aqueo
solution and used transfer energies of amino acids fr
n-octanol to water as reported in Ref.@30#. The ASPs are
then determined by least-square fitting. Octanol is chos
because it apparently resembles the interior of a prot
With the exception of Refs.@25# and @26#, all the other au-
02670
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thors used similar methods with the major variation that
stead of transfer energies with respect to octanol-water~o/w!
also transfer energies with respect to vacuum water~v/w!
were used~for early determination of v/w transfer energie
see Refs.@31# and@32#!. The last column of Table I indicate
whether the transfer energy is o/w or v/w. In chronologic
order Eisenberg and co-workers@3,21,24# contributed param-
eter sets EM86, SCH1, WE92 and SCH3. Scheraga and
workers@20,23# contributed parameter sets OONS and JR
Here it should be noted that some of the original ASP s
were modified over the course of time. Foritysol
51, . . . ,8SMMP implements the parameters reviewed a
tabulated in Ref.@4#, where in turn sets SCH1–SCH4 a
simply taken from work by Schifferet al. @25#. Table I of
SMMP @16# lists the implemented ASPs foritysol
51, . . . ,8.

Somewhat special cases are ASP sets SCH4@25# and BM
@26#. SCH4 was determined by a comparison of the crys
structure in molecular dynamics simulations of small pe
tides and proteins explicitly in water with similar simulation
using an ASP solvation term~v/ws!. The BM set of SMMP
relies on a specific classification~cla! of atomic groups,
where for all nonhydrogen atoms the solvation coefficie
are set to 1 kcal/mol per Å2.

B. Metropolis methods

To update our systems we use PT with two process
one running at 300 K and the other at 400 K. This builds
experience@10# with vacuum simulations of Met-Enkephali
for which the following observations were made.

~1! The integrated autocorrelation timet int ~defined be-
low! increases from 400 to 300 K by a factor of 10 for th
~internal! energy and by factors of more than 20 for certa
dihedral angles.

~2! The energy probability densities~PDs! at 300 and 400
K overlap sufficiently, so the PT method works and leads
an improvement factor of about 2.5 in the real time need
for simulation~see Table I of Ref.@10#!.

A brief description of the PT algorithm is given in th
following. PT performsn canonical Monte Carlo~MC! simu-

TABLE I. Atomic solvation parameter sets implemented
SMMP. The first column gives the value of the SMMP parame
itysol and the second column the letter code used in SMMP
the author column we give also the year of publication. The l
column indicates the method used that is explained in the text.

Author

1 OONS Ooiet al. 1987 @20# v/w
2 JRF Vilaet al. 1991 @23# v/w
3 WE92 Wesson and Eisenberg 1992@24# v/w
4 EM86 Eisenberg and McLachlan 1986@3# o/w
5 SCH1 Eisenberget al. 1989 @21# o/w
6 SCH2 Kim 1990@22#; see also Ref.@4# o/w
7 SCH3 Wesson and Eisenberg 1992@24# v/w
8 SCH4 Schifferet al. 1993 @25# v/ws
9 BM von Freyberget al. 1993 @26# cla
3-2
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METROPOLIS SIMULATIONS OF MET-ENKEPHALIN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 026703 ~2004!
lations at differentb values with Boltzmann weight factors

wB,i~E(k)!5e2b iEi
(k)

5e2H, i 50, . . . ,n21, ~4!

where b0,b1,•••,bn22,bn21 and a configuration is
denoted byk. PT allows the exchange of neighboringb val-
ues,

b i 21↔b i for i 51, . . . ,n21. ~5!

These transitions lead to the change

2DH52b i 21~Ei
(k)2Ei 21

(k8)!2b i~Ei 21
(k8)2Ei

(k)!

5~b i2b i 21!~Ei
(k)2Ei 21

(k8)!, ~6!

which is accepted or rejected according to the Metrop
algorithm, i.e., with probability one forDH<0 and with
probability exp(2DH) for DH.0.

For the vacuum system the performance of the PT sim
lation was improved by an additional factor of 2 in Ref.@10#
by using a first approximation, called RM1, to the rugged
Metropolis scheme introduced there. A~short! simulation at
400 K was used to obtain estimatesr̄ j (v j ), j 51, . . . ,24 of
the PDs of the 24 dihedral angles, which were then fed i
the simulation. For a configuration change ofk→k8 at tem-
peratureTi the new configuration is accepted with probab
ity,

pacpt5minF 1,

exp~2b iEi
(k8)!)

j 51

24

r̄ j~v j
(k8)!

exp~2b iEi
(k)!)

j 51

24

r̄ j~v j
(k)!

G , ~7!

in the RM1 updating scheme. In the present paper we rep
improvement due to this biased updating for some of
ASP sets.

In the vacuum simulation it is possible to determine t
GEM by minimizing selected configurations of the 300
time series. Here we apply the same procedure to our
simulation of the ASP sets introduced in Sec. II A.

~1! We determine the lower 10% quantileE0.1 and the
upper 10% quantileE0.9 of the energy distribution of ou
time series. This is done by sorting all energies in increas
order and finding the values which cut out the lower a
upper 10% of the data. For statistical concepts see, e.g.,
@33#.

~2! We partition the time series into bunches of config
rations. A bunch contains the configurations from one cro
ing of the upper quantileE0.9 to the next so that at least on
crossing of the lower quantileE0.1 is located between the tw
crossings ofE0.9. For each bunch we then pick its config
ration of lowest energy. The idea behind this procedure i
pick minima of the time series, which are to a large deg
statistically independent. In Fig. 1 the arrows indicate
energy values picked in that way from the first 600 config
rations recorded in the RM1 simulation in Ref.@10#.
02670
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~3! We run a conjugate gradient minimizer on all the s
lected configurations and thus obtain a set of configurati
which are local energy minima. For the vacuum simulati
@10# about 5%–6% of these minimized configurations ag
with the GEM.

To determine the speed at which the systems equilibr
we measure the integrated autocorrelation timet int for the
energy and each dihedral angle. The integrated autocor
tion times are directly proportional to the computer run tim
needed to achieve the same statistical accuracy for each
tem. They thus determine the relative performance of dist
algorithms. For an observablef the autocorrelations are

C~ t !5^ f 0f t&2^ f &2, ~8!

wheret is the computer time. Definingc(t)5C(t)/C(0), the
time-dependent integrated autocorrelation time is given b

t int~ t !5112 (
t851

t

c~ t8!. ~9!

Formally the integrated autocorrelation timet int is defined by
t int5 limt→`t int(t). Numerically, however, this limit canno
be reached since the noise of the estimator increases f
than the signal. Nevertheless, one can calculate reliable
mates by reaching a window oft values for whicht int(t)
becomes flat, while its error bars are still reasonably sm
This is the method we employ in Sec. III; see Ref.@34# for a
more detailed discussion of the integrated autocorrela
time.

III. RESULTS

A. Autocorrelations

The PT simulations with temperaturesT05400 K and
T15300 K are performed on the system in vacuum~e52!,
with e(r ) given by Eq.~2! and for the nine ASP sets in Tabl
I. The dihedral angles updated in our simulations are var
in the full range from2p–p. We keep a time series of 216

565 536 configurations for each replica~i.e., each of the two
processors!, in which subsequent configurations are sep
rated by 32 sweeps. A sweep is defined by updating e

FIG. 1. Selection of configurations for local minimization fro
the energy~kcal/mol! time series at 300 K. The lower and upp
straight lines indicate the quantilesE0.1 andE0.9, respectively.
3-3
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TABLE II. Average energieŝE&(kcal/mol), acceptance rates and integrated autocorrelations timest int for the energy are shown fo
simulations in vacuum~VAC!, with e(r ) of Eq. ~2! and with the nine ASPs introduced in Table I.

T5400 K T5300 K

Set ^E& acpt t int ^E& acpt t int

VAC 7.07~03! 0.167 3.67~20! 1.29~06! 0.119 19.9~1.6!
e(r ) 212.00~03! 0.171 2.92~10! 217.61~06! 0.121 14.35~75!

OONS 213.80~01! 0.195 1.25~02! 217.70~02! 0.143 2.64~14!

JRF 2311.69~44! 0.058 ••• 2319.08~40! 0.046 •••

WE92 215.76~02! 0.199 1.30~03! 219.75~02! 0.145 2.94~07!

EM86 13.49~03! 0.158 4.71~21! 8.03~06! 0.116 25.0~2.9!
SCH1 10.45~03! 0.165 3.72~22! 4.95~06! 0.119 23.2~2.2!
SCH2 218.33~02! 0.212 1.11~01! 221.83~01! 0.160 1.89~05!

SCH3 13.33~03! 0.151 4.59~34! 8.33~06! 0.112 26.4~3.3!
SCH4 13.38~03! 0.158 4.35~17! 7.85~05! 0.115 25.1~2.1!
BM 630.4~3.9! 0.043 ••• 610.6~3.0! 0.037 •••
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dihedral angle sequentially once. Before starting with m
surements 2185262 144 sweeps are performed to reach eq
librium. Thus, the entire simulation at one temperature re
on 221121852 359 296 sweeps. On the Cray T3E, this tak
about 14 h for the vacuum system and 5314 h for each ASP
set.

Results of the average energy, acceptance rates and
grated autocorrelations times for the energyE are shown in
Table II. For the vacuum simulations and ASP sets OO
and EM86 the time-dependent integrated autocorrelat
times ~9! are shown in Fig. 2. In each case a window ot
values is reached for whicht int(t) no longer increases within
statistical error. In the case of the vacuum simulations it e
decreases, but this is not significant due to statistical e
These windows are then used to estimate the asymptotict int
values in Table II. With the exception of ASP sets JRF a
BM, the integrated autocorrelations times of all other sets
determined in the same way.

From Table II we see that the acceptance rates of sol
models JRF and BM are much lower than those for the o
models. In essence the simulations of these two models

FIG. 2. Time-dependent integrated autocorrelation time for
energy at 300 K from our simulations of the vacuum system
two of the solvent models in Table I.
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stuck, which implies that their integrated autocorrelati
times cannot be measured. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for
time-dependent integrated autocorrelation time of the ene
at 300 K. The functiont int(t) increases rapidly until it gets
lost in the noise. The PDs of the dihedral angles of these
models are also erratic and the conclusion is that they ca
be used to describe Met-Enkephalin in solvent.

The energy couples to all dihedral angles and its in
grated autocorrelation time is characteristic of the entire s
tem, whereas the integrated autocorrelation times of
single dihedral angles vary greatly from angle to angle. F
all of our systems except JRF and BM, we show in Fig. 4
integrated autocorrelation times at 300 K for the energy a
all dihedral angles. The notationv i , i 50,1, . . . ,24 isused,
wherev0 stands for energyE and thev i for i 51, . . . ,24 are
the dihedral angles used in the SMMP computer progra
The relationship of thev i angles to the conventional notatio
for dihedral angles and their residue is summarized in Ta
III, where it should be noted that the SMMP notation@16#
differs from that in other literature@5,8#.

In Fig. 4 we see that for each dihedral anglev i the inte-
grated autocorrelation timest int@v i # for the three solvent

e
d

FIG. 3. Time-dependent integrated autocorrelation time for
energy at 300 K from our simulations of solvent models JRF a
BM.
3-4
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FIG. 4. Integrated autocorrelation times for the energiesv0

5E) and the dihedral anglesv i , i 51, . . . ,24 atT5300 K. The
up-to-down order of the curves agrees ati 510 with the order
shown in the legend.

TABLE III. Definitions of the dihedral angles together with the
integrated autocorrelation timest int at 300 K for simulations of
WE92 with statistics reduced by 1/8 and configurations recor
every four sweeps. PT denotes the 400–300 K parallel tempe
simulation. For PT-RM1 the PT simulation is supplemented by RM1

bias updating, Eq.~7!, with input PDs from 400 K. The factor of the
last column denotes the increase of PTt int over its values for the
full WE92 simulations where configurations were recorded ev
32 sweeps~8 is the upper bound for this factor!.

Var Angle res@5,8# res @16# PT-RM1 PT Factor

v1 x1 Tyr-1 Tyr-1 6.9~1.1! 11.6 ~1.6! 6.1 ~0.9!
v2 x2 Tyr-1 Tyr-1 2.0~0.2! 3.1 ~0.5! 2.7 ~0.5!
v3 x6 Tyr-1 Tyr-1 1.0~0.1! 1.3 ~0.2! 1.3 ~0.2!
v4 f Tyr-1 Tyr-1 2.1~0.2! 2.6 ~0.4! 2.4 ~0.4!
v5 c Tyr-1 Gly-2 12.6~1.7! 15.7 ~2.2! 4.1 ~0.7!
v6 v Tyr-1 Gly-2 3.9~0.4! 14.4 ~1.2! 5.6 ~0.5!
v7 f Gly-2 Gly-2 9.1~1.0! 13.0 ~1.4! 4.6 ~0.6!
v8 c Gly-2 Gly-3 10.6~1.3! 20.4 ~3.1! 7.6 ~1.2!
v9 v Gly-2 Gly-3 3.4~0.2! 16.0 ~1.8! 6.7 ~0.8!
v10 f Gly-3 Gly-3 18.2~3.2! 31.0 ~5.1! 8.4 ~1.5!
v11 c Gly-3 Phe-4 15.6~2.9! 52 ~13! 12 ~4!

v12 v Gly-3 Phe-4 4.4~0.6! 17.7 ~2.7! 7.7 ~1.3!
v13 x1 Phe-4 Phe-4 3.3~0.4! 6.9 ~1.1! 4.4 ~0.8!
v14 x2 Phe-4 Phe-4 1.7~0.2! 3.2 ~0.4! 3.0 ~0.4!
v15 f Phe-4 Phe-4 8.9~1.3! 19.6 ~3.2! 6.3 ~1.2!
v16 c Phe-4 Met-5 4.5~0.3! 8.0 ~0.9! 4.4 ~0.6!
v17 v Phe-4 Met-5 1.8~0.2! 8.1 ~1.2! 5.4 ~0.8!
v18 x1 Met-5 Met-5 2.7~0.2! 8.3 ~2.5! 6.3 ~1.9!
v19 x2 Met-5 Met-5 1.9~0.2! 5.3 ~0.4! 4.0 ~0.5!
v20 x3 Met-5 Met-5 1.1~0.1! 2.7 ~0.2! 2.5 ~0.2!
v21 x4 Met-5 Met-5 1.0~0.1! 1.3 ~0.1! 1.3 ~0.1!
v22 f Met-5 Met-5 36~18! 23.8 ~5.6! 9.5 ~2.4!
v23 c Met-5 Met-5 1.4~0.2! 1.9 ~0.1! 1.9 ~0.1!
v24 v Met-5 Met-5 1.0~0.1! 3.4 ~0.2! 3.1 ~0.4!
v0 E 9.0 ~1.7! 19.4 ~3.1! 6.6 ~1.1!
02670
models, OONS, WE92 and SCH2, are smaller than for
remaining systems, including the vacuum system. For
integrated autocorrelation time of energyt int@E# this obser-
vation is already obvious from Table II. This means that t
OONS, WE92 and SCH2 models require far fewer statis
than the vacuum run to achieve the same accuracy in
results. Using thet int@E# results in Table II, we find a facto
in the range of 7–10, which more than offsets the factor o
by which the ASP model simulations are slower than
vacuum simulation. In the following solvation mode
OONS, WE92 and SCH2 define the ‘‘fast class,’’ while th
other models shown in Fig. 4 constitute the ‘‘slow clas
~models JRF and BM are omitted from this classificatio!.
‘‘Good’’ behavior of the models OONS and WE92 has pr
viously been observed@35#.

The autocorrelation times in the fast class are so sm
that the resolution of 32 sweeps in our recorded time se
becomes too crude. So autocorrelations over less than
sweeps are then not measured and the integrated autoc
lation time approaches one as soon as autocorrelations
within the range of 32 sweeps. To investigate this point f
ther, we performed for the OONS, WE92 and SCH2 mod
simulations for which the configurations were recorded ev
four sweeps and the total statistics were reduced by a fa
of 1/8. In the new units of four sweeps the integrated au
correlation time is larger by a factor which is bounded
8532/4. The bound is assumed, if there is no improvem
due to integrating additional small fluctuations out~i.e., due
to the additional configuration in between the 32 swee
which are now kept in the time series!.

For WE92 we report in the PT column of Table III th
integrated autocorrelation times from the simulation with
duced statistics. For many dihedral angles the increase
well below a factor of 8, showing that we gain in accura
by averaging over small fluctuations within the range of
sweeps. On the other hand, nothing is gained by this e
averaging for several angles with large autocorrelations
those cases the simulations yield, within statistical error,
upper bound of 8.

To supplement the vacuum results of Ref.@10#, we re-
peated the WE92 PT simulations by using estimates of
dihedral PDs from 400 K as input for biased updating of E
~7!. These results are reported in the PT-RM1 column of
Table III. As in the case of the vacuum simulations, we fi
improvement of the PT performance by a factor of appro
mately 2, which is also obtained for the other models of
fast class. For the slow class we checked the direct impro
ment of the original simulations of ASP models EM86 a
SCH4 and find again acceleration by a factor of abou
when we are using RM1 updating.

B. Structure

For all our simulations we applied the method outlined
Sec. II B to determine local energy minima and some res
are summarized in Table IV:E0.1 andE0.9 are the lower and
upper 10% quantiles of the energy andNconf denotes the
number of minima of the time series prepared for furth
minimization. The lowest energy found in this minimizatio

d
g

y
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TABLE IV. Determination of local minima:E0.1 and E0.9 are the lower and upper 10% quantiles of the energies of the time s
recorded, andNconf denotes the number of configurations prepared for further minimization,Emin ~kcal/mol! is the lowest energy found, an
Nhits is the number of times the lowest energy configuration was hit.

T5400 K T5300 K

Set Nconf E0.1 E0.9 Emin Nhits Nconf E0.1 E0.9 Emin Nhits

VAC 2190 1.98 12.26 212.91 13 1073 22.98 5.73 212.91 55
e(r ) 2622 216.95 26.97 231.94 8 1312 221.85 213.17 231.94 27
OONS 3315 217.83 29.63 227.69 1 2641 221.40 213.96 228.93 1
JRF 448 2317.96 2304.98 2328.72 1 365 2323.66 2314.24 2332.87 1
WE92 3307 219.88 211.52 229.44 1 2453 223.43 215.95 230.39 1
EM86 2307 8.57 18.59 24.11 1 1191 3.83 12.39 25.47 1
SCH1 2511 5.57 15.45 25.54 1 1147 0.71 9.33 27.52 1
SCH2 3454 222.17 214.34 231.32 1 2918 225.31 218.32 232.71 1
SCH3 2315 8.57 18.32 21.70 1 1229 4.29 12.50 23.29 1
SCH4 2331 8.45 18.50 24.93 1 1108 3.66 12.23 25.16 1
BM 2 606.37 655.16 594.78 1 1 598.37 646.35 590.32 1
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process is denoted byEmin andNhits is the number of times
the lowest energy configuration was hit. While the absol
values ofE0.1 andE0.9 vary considerably from set to set, th
differences inE0.92E0.1 stay similar. The explanation is tha
the ASP sets differ by large additive constants to the ene

Again, the results of the JRF and BM solvent models
erratic. The BM model is entirely frozen,Nconf52 at 400 K
andNconf51 at 300 K. Therefore, we do not give minimiza
tion results for BM. For JRF theNconf numbers are more
reasonable, but are still by a factor of 1/3 or less smaller t
the Nconf numbers of each of the other systems. JRF is a
disregarded in the following discussion.

Only if we haveNhits.1 do we have an indication that w
found the GEM. Interestingly, this happens for none of
ASP solvent models, while it does for the case of the vacu
and thee(r ) simulations~notably already at 400 K!. Quite
some time ago Li and Scheraga@5,11# developed a Monte
Carlo minimization method and applied it to Met-Enkepha
in vacuum and in solvent modeled by OONS. While for t
vacuum system their method converged consistently to
GEM, all five of their runs of the solvent model led to di
ferent conformations with comparable energies. They in
preted their results in the sense that Met-Enkephalin in w
at 20 °C is likely in an unfolded state for which a larg
ensemble of distinct conformations coexist in equilibrium
consistent scenario was later observed in nuclear magn
resonance~NMR! experiments@36#.

Although the minimization method of Li and Scheraga
entirely different from ours, they essentially tested for v
leys of attraction to the GEM at room temperature, as we
in the present paper. So, we have not only confirmed t
old result, but find that it is also common to a large set
ASP models implemented in SMMP. Neither the method
which an ASP set was derived, nor whether it belongs to
fast or slow class, appears to matter with this respect.

As an example, the frequency of local energy minim
of the WE92 solvation model obtained by our minimiz
tion procedure from the 300 K time series is depicted
Fig. 5.Nconf52453 minimizations are performed. Our lowe
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energy state is only found once and the same holds
nearby low energy states. Figure 5 should be compared
Fig. 2 in Ref. @10#, where the frequency of the low energ
minima of the vacuum simulation is shown. There the low
energy state relies on 107 entries out of 1913 minimizati
@37#.

In a search for structural differences of Met-Enkephalin
vacuum, or in thee(r ) system, versus the ASP models, w
looked at the PDs of the dihedral angles at 300 K. For
systems together there are 93245216 figures to consider. A
first glance the PDs of the different systems are amazin
similar, independent of whether they are from systems of
fast or slow class, from an ASP model, from vacuum or fro
thee(r ) simulation. A more careful investigation reveals d
ferences which appear to relate to distinct behavior under
minimization. For dihedral anglev7 this is illustrated in Figs.
6 and 7. Its probability densities are compared at 300
400 K. For the vacuum simulation the PDs are depicted
Fig. 6 and from 400 to 300 K we observe an increase of
peak which is located close to the arrow, which indicates
vacuum GEM value ofv7. In contrast to this, the wrong pea

FIG. 5. Local energy minima~kcal/mol! for the WE92 solvation
model obtained by our minimization method.
3-6
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METROPOLIS SIMULATIONS OF MET-ENKEPHALIN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E69, 026703 ~2004!
increases in Fig. 7, where the PDs are shown for the W
solvent model.

One may suspect that the difference between the mo
of our fast and slow class is simply due to an effective
higher temperature for the three models of the fast class
gain insight into this, we calculated the entropies of our P
Each PD is discretized as a histogram of 200 entries,r i j ,
where i 51, . . . ,24 labels the dihedral angles according
Table III and( j 51

200 r i j 51. The entropy of the PD of a dihe
dral is then defined by

Si52(
j 51

200

r i j ln r i j , ~10!

and the total entropy of the PDs of an ASP model isS
5( iSi . In Fig. 8 the entropies obtained are depicted for
our models. The lines between the data points are simp
guide for the eye. The dips for the JRF and the BM mo
show, again, that their configurations are essentially froz
For the other we see a decrease of entropy from 400 to
K, but we find no larger entropy for the models of the fa

FIG. 6. Probability density of dihedral anglev7 for the vacuum
simulation. The arrow indicates the vacuum GEM value of t
angle.

FIG. 7. Probability density of dihedral anglev7 for the WE92
simulation. The arrow indicates the vacuum GEM value of t
angle.
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class than for the models of the slow class. Therefore,
effective temperature scenario is ruled out. Instead, it se
that for the models of the fast class the solvent has some
of ‘‘lubrication’’ effect, which accelerates the simulation.

Strong similarities between the ASP models of the f
class, on the one hand, and the ASP models of the slow c
on the other are found for the solvation energies, the gyra
radii and the end to end distances.

The solvation energiesEsol, Eq. ~3!, measured during ou
simulations of ASP models are solvent–vacuum~s/v! trans-
fer energies. There are structural differences between
typical configurations of an ASP model time series and
vacuum time series. Consequently, the average s/v tran
energies are not identical with the average vacuum–solv
~v/s! transfer energies, which are obtained by calculatingEsol
of the solvent models on the configurations of the vacu
time series. The s/v as well as the2v/s average transfe
energies are given in Table V. The averages are taken for
canonical time series at 300 and 400 K. At 300 K avera
are also taken for the time series minima~indicated by ar-
rows in Fig. 1! and for the local minima~which are obtained
by running the conjugate gradient minimizer on the tim
series minima!. For gyration radiiRgy and end to end dis-
tancesRe-e the same averages are given in Table VI~defini-
tions and software are given in SMMP!.

For the transfer energies the overall effect is hydroph
for the ASP models of the fast class and hydrophobic for
ASP models of the slow class. Within each class the val
are quite similar, despite differences in interaction coeffici
~see Table I of Ref.@16#!. As expected the overall transfe
energies of the JRF and BM models are out of the reason
range, JRF to the hydrophilic and BM to the hydrophob
side. Our Table VI shows that we observe the extended st
tures found in previous simulations@11,12# and in NMR ex-
periments@36# only for the ASP models of the fast class.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

We have performed Met-Enkephalin simulations at roo
temperature~300 K! for the solvation models of Table I
Quantitative results obtained in that way cannot be trus

FIG. 8. Entropies of the PDs of our ASP models. The models
labeled according Table I, in additionitysol 50 for vacuum and
itysol 510 for thee(r ) model.
3-7
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TABLE V. Transfer energies.

T5300 K T5400 K

^ET&~local minima! ^ET&~time series minima! ^ET& ^ET&
Set s/v 2v/s s/v 2v/s s/v 2v/s s/v 2s/v

OONS 224.85 218.71 224.63 218.53 224.84 219.07 224.94 220.19

JRF 2346.95 2185.65 2346.72 2187.30 2343.56 2196.96 2337.68 2209.46

WE92 228.84 217.46 228.52 217.62 227.87 218.76 227.47 220.61

EM86 6.19 6.93 6.29 7.01 6.45 7.08 6.60 7.1

SCH1 2.76 3.89 2.86 3.92 2.94 3.80 2.97 3.

SCH2 231.03 220.61 230.77 220.80 230.61 221.97 230.45 223.85

SCH3 4.03 9.73 4.28 9.80 4.74 9.50 5.15 9.

SCH4 6.08 6.86 6.17 6.93 6.32 6.95 6.46 6.

BM ¯ 715.29 ¯ 721.43 581.60 745.22 597.61 776.0
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apparently because the methods to derive the ASPs are
crude. Also, our simulations do not give information th
would allow us to pick the best ASP set for the intend
purpose of simulating Met-Enkephalin at 300 K. Neverth
less, we obtain a qualitative overview of a number of int
esting consequences, which one might expect by includ
solvation effects via an ASP model in Metropolis calcu
tions.

Two of the ASP sets~JRF@23# and BM @26# implemented
in SMMP @16#! suffer from such large autocorrelations th
for them Metropolis simulations at 300 K are in essen
impossible. Their dihedral angles are essentially froz
These two ASP sets are certainly erratic, since 300 K is
temperature at which thermodynamic fluctuations of
systems are expected~also these two sets perform badly
400 K!.

The remaining nine models, seven ASP sets,e52
vacuum, and ane(r ) system@28#, fall into a fast and a slow
class with respect to their integrated autocorrelation tim
see Fig. 4. Vacuum simulations are in the slow class. T
leads to the interesting feature that it takes less comp
time to estimate physical observables at room temperatu
02670
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fast solvation models OONS@20#, WE92 @24#, and SCH2
@22,25#, than it takes for vacuum, despite the substantial
crease in computer time per sweep of a factor of about 5
the solvation models over the vacuum system. We have
clear clue why some models have fast and others slow
namics. To derive the parameters of OONS and WE92
transfer energies were used, but for SCH2 it was o/w. Al
the slow class features v/w as well as o/w ASP models.

We applied the minimization procedure of Ref.@10# in an
attempt to locate the GEM for the nine systems, which
reasonably well behaved under Metropolis simulations
300 K. The GEM is unambiguously found for the vacuu
system and for the simulation with a distance-depend
electrostatic permittivity. No true GEM is found for any o
the remaining seven ASP models. This confirms an old re
of Li and Scheraga@11#, who concluded that at room tem
perature Met-Enkephalin in water is likely in an unfolde
state. To get better understanding of this result, we studie
300 K the dihedral PDs in some detail. At first glance th
look quite similar for all the models in the fast as well as
the slow class. Differences are found in a number of deta
which may allow one to explain why the 300 K configur
tions of the ASP models behave entirely different under
0
4
45
20
47
8

45
66
50
17
TABLE VI. Gyration radii and end to end distance.

T5300 K T5400 K
Set Local minima Time series minima Time series Time series

^Rgy& ^Re-e& ^Rgy& ^Re-e& ^Rgy& ^Re-e& ^Rgy& ^Re-e&
VAC 4.56 5.67 4.60 5.83 4.72 6.83 4.97 8.5
er 4.53 6.20 4.57 6.33 4.71 7.39 4.99 8.9
OONS 4.92 10.30 4.94 10.34 5.32 11.71 5.60 12.
JRF 5.75 13.00 5.75 13.00 5.78 13.05 5.70 13.
WE92 5.06 12.06 5.07 12.09 5.43 13.02 5.72 13.
EM86 4.47 6.97 4.48 7.02 4.62 7.94 4.86 9.2
SCH1 4.51 6.96 4.52 7.02 4.68 7.96 4.96 9.
SCH2 5.18 12.48 5.20 12.53 5.63 13.47 5.86 13.
SCH3 4.54 8.88 4.55 8.90 4.72 9.56 4.95 10.
SCH4 4.46 6.82 4.47 6.87 4.62 7.83 4.87 9.
BM ¯ ¯ ¯ ¯ 4.13 7.30 4.21 7.66
3-8
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minimization procedure than the vacuum and thee(r ) sys-
tems.

The main question which remains to be settled is whet
ASP models will ultimately allow accurate Metropolis sim
lations of biomolecules like Met-Enkephalin in solvent
not. In principle, this could be decided by determini
whether ASPs exist which reproduce accurately mean e
gies of explicit solvent simulation around a large number
fixed Met-Enkephalin configurations.
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